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Uniform Titles. Musical Works”. Anglo―






















１４）Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative
Index. Edicion２０. Devised by Melvil Dewey.
OCLC Forest Press, c１９８９.（Permission to
reprint the escerpts from OCLC Forest
Press）
１５）Dewey Decimal Classification and Relative
Index. Edicion２１. Devised by Melvil Dewey.
OCLC Forest Press, c１９９６.（Permission to














































３２）Schafer, R. Murry. The Tuning of the World.


















The Constructing Cultural Heritages（Cultural Information Resources）of Music and Sound（１）:
The Systematization of the Ways which succeed to Music and Sound,
by Shuko KATO
［Abstract］The final purpose of this study is to construct cultural heritages （cultural infomation
resources） of music and sound. In this paper, the author tried to systematize the ways which suc-
ceed to music and sound in the future.
In order to succeed to music and sound, the following two ways exist：
１ recording and preserving music and sound
２ preserving and succeeding to music and sound with environment or background
The author clarified the characteristics of both ways, and clarified the existing organization and
management system of music and sound succeeded by these two ways in order to use them as cul-
tural heritages （cultural information resources）.
Finally, the author investigated the problems of these two ways and the possibility of the organiz-
ing and managing music and sound as information resources.
［Key Words］music, sound, audio media, ethnic music, folk music, soundscape, soundmark, preser-
vation, organization of materials
加藤：音楽・音の文化遺産（文化情報資源）の構築（その１）
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